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18.10.2020


ICC Reference: OTP-CR-157/20/001 


Objection to the dicision to not proceed my criminal complait against  
„Endeavours to enforce me into crimes against humanity“ 

(In case for any language based impediments; please contact me for further informations at any time.) 

REQUESTER: Ms. Saliha Sylbija, Geistbühelstr. 29, 82362 Weilheim in OB, Deutschland 
(Legitimation — copy of the pasport has previously been provided


DEFENDANTS:


All persons and companies referred to in the criminal complaint.


On account of: „Endeavours (threatenings, blackmailing, coercings, harasmments etc.) to 
enforce me into child trafficking, child abuse, human traficing, crimes against humanity — and all 
further offences that may be included in the description“ 

Do to the limited/restricted influence of the German Legislation on the international level, I am also 
submiting (simultaneously to my Criminal Charge at the Public Prosecutor in Arnulfstraße 16, 
80335 Munich/Germany) this Criminal Charge at the International Court of Justice.


Hereby I submit an objection against your dicision to not further proceed my criminal 
charge against „Endeavours to enforce me into child trafficking, child abuse, human 
traficing, crimes against humanity — and all further offences that may be included in the 
description“ 
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Saliha Sylbija, 

Postfach 1514, 82362 Weilheim, in OB, Deutschland

Saliha Sylbija
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DESCRIPTION: 

With the aknowledgement of the 14 September 2020 I was informed that the ICC „will not further 
proceed my criminal complait“; for, — based on the "very specific and carefully defined 
responsibilities and mandates" of the ICC — the ICC is able to act ONLY by:


	 - serious crimes thet affect the global (international) community"

	 - crimes against "humanity"


SUBSTANTIATION: 

Based on Article 7 of the Rome Statute of the ICC




the decision to „not further proceed my criminal complait“ — based on the presumptions thet my 
criminal complaints „are not related to matters of the jurisdiction of the ICC“ — is NOT admissible.
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Threats, blackmail, extortion to force someone to commit crimes against humanity are at least as 
grave crimes as the acts of this kind themselves.  


The decision conflicts exactly the Rome Status that you claim to protect; as:


A) 
My complaints (mentioned in the 135 pages of my Manuskript) FULFILL 90% of the criteria of the 
Artikel 7 of the Rome Statuse "CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY“; there are:


a) Aspiration to "murdering"— on nternational level;


c) Aspiration to "enslavement"— on international level;


e) Aspiration to "imprisonment and/or other severe deprivation of physical liberty in violation of 
fundamental rules of international law"— on international level;


f) Aspiration to "torture"— on international level;


g) Aspiration to "rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced 
sterilization, or any other form of sexual violence of comparable gravity"— on international level;


i) Aspiration to "enforced disappearance of persons"— on international level;


k) Aspiration to "other inhumane acts of a similar character intentionally causing great suffering, or 
serious injury to body or to mental or physical health"— on an international level in form of: 
threats, blackmails, unemployment, forthcoming homelessness etc.!


B)  
These crimes lie precisely WITHIN the competences of the ICC, since they

	 - are expressed by personalities and companies which  live and operate in different 	 	
	 countrys worldwide,

	 - many of the mentioned  personalities and companies are internationally active and have 	
	 a large influence and impact on the international community;

	 - the crimes are expressed in Germany; which has approved the ICC and has ratified the 	
	 Rome status!


Based on the continuing unemployment — now for 3 years; despite over 120 applications—

and

upcoming homelessness, 

I — and my family — are directly exposed to all above mentioned dangers without any protection.


Thus, in case you might persist to your previous  decision; you have choosen — intentionally or 
not — to complicity!


I hereby kindly appeal to you to reconsider the decision thoroughly. 


Yours faithfully


Saliha Sylbija 
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Attachments: 

Anlage-1: Copy of your aknowledgement (of 14 September 2020)


p.S All documents will be sent - after prior transmission by e-mail to otp.informationdesk@icc-
cpi.int — by post, per "Recommandé International" to the: 

International Criminal Court (ICC) 
Office of the Persecutor

Post Office, Box 19519

2500 CM The Hague

The Netherlands. 
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